Assignment 3

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.
As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1) "Goi" in "Dastangoi" means:
   - Government
   - Movement
   - Telling
   - Story

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Telling

2) What were the stories of Amir Hamza commissioned by the Mughal emperor Akbar popularly called?
   - Amir Hamza daastan
   - Hamza nama
   - Hamza bazi
   - Amir Hamza qubool

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Hamza nama

3) What is a "drop cap"?
   - Enlarging of the first letter of a paragraph across two lines or more
   - Lower case characters
   - Smaller size upper case characters
   - Upper case characters that also appear in bold

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Enlarging of the first letter of a paragraph across two lines or more

4) How was the position of the scribe/illustrator determined by the position of the window?
   - The scribe had to sit with the window on the opposite of his writing hand
   - The scribe had to sit away from the window and other sources of breeze
   - The scribe sat in room without windows to prevent disturbance in the writing processes
   - Medieval monasteries did not have windows

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   The scribe had to sit with the window on the opposite of his writing hand

5) What was the use of egg in the painting of manuscripts?
   - Binder for pigments
   - Replacement for gold
   - Polishing medium
   - Prevented worms from consuming the paint

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Binder for pigments